Full payment for the 2018 ASCO Annual Meeting is due Friday, January 26.
Submit your payment today to ensure your company receives your payment priority points!

ASCO Advantage: Exciting Training Opportunity for Industry Professionals

ASCO Advantage is an innovative training opportunity from the Society that leverages ASCO's vast educational experience to create custom learning solutions for industry professionals. It is a benefit to our members and their patients to have industry partners who understand clinical decision making. Email advantage@asco.org to learn more about this exciting opportunity today. Share with your training colleagues!

Current Exhibit Opportunities
Exhibit sales are open for the following meetings. Visit the meeting website to reserve your space today!

Genitourinary Cancers Symposium
February 8 – 10, 2018 – last chance – reserve your table today!

Cancer Survivorship Symposium:
Advancing Care and Research
February 16 – 17, 2018

ASCO Annual Meeting*
June 1 – 5, 2018
*For information on exhibiting and to add your company to the waitlist, please contact: ascoexhibits@spargoinc.com
Advertising Opportunities
Effective January 1, 2018, Harborside, formerly known as Harborside Publishing, will represent advertising opportunities for the ASCO Journals – JCO, JOP, JGO, JCO CCI, and JCO PO. Contact Harborside for complete opportunity details.

ASCO also offers an array of additional print and digital advertising opportunities to exhibitors of the Symposia and Annual Meeting through the Walchli Tauber Group. The offerings include the ASCO Connection, the Daily News editions, the Exhibitor Directory, the Hotel Room Door Drop, and much more. View the full list of available opportunities and contact Walchli Tauber with any questions.

Industry Expert Theater
Apply to participate in an Industry Expert Theater at the ASCO Annual Meeting where you will have the exclusive opportunity to give live, non-accredited educational presentations to up to 200 attendees!

Apply today!

Premium Exhibitor Directory Listing
Stand out in the crowd! A Premium Exhibitor Directory listing allows you to increase your visibility among over 500 exhibitors in the Exhibitor Directory. The Directory is a valuable resource to help attendees navigate the Oncology Professionals Hall and learn more about your products and services.

Upgrade today!

Conquer Cancer, The ASCO Foundation

Sponsorship and Support Opportunities
An array of sponsorship and support opportunities are available through Conquer Cancer, the ASCO Foundation. Opportunities are currently available for the Genitourinary Cancers Symposium, Cancer Survivorship Symposium: Advancing Care and Research, and ASCO Annual Meeting.

Interested in supporting one or more of these meetings? Contact Conquer Cancer.
Conquer Cancer is proud to announce the creation of the Conquer Cancer Corporate Conquerors Circle, a community of organizations working together to improve the quality of care in cancer by fostering collaborative efforts. Conquer Cancer invites organizations committed to improving cancer care in their communities, including nonprofit organizations, corporations, and patient advocacy groups, to join us in working towards the Conquer Cancer vision of a world free from the fear of cancer. Membership in the Conquer Cancer Corporate Conquerors Circle gives organizations the opportunity to participate in special events such as the Conquer Cancer Corporate Conquerors Circle Annual Meeting, which focus on current topics of interest in oncology.

CancerLinQ Engages Technology Companies Tempus and Precision HealthAI to Accelerate Data-Driven Insights to Cancer Care Community

CancerLinQ LLC and the data services companies Tempus and Precision HealthAI have entered into an agreement that will accelerate development and delivery of high-quality, de-identified clinical databases for use by CancerLinQ®, its oncologist subscribers, partners, and the broader cancer community. The agreement will also enable CancerLinQ to more quickly build and expand on its core data sharing and quality improvement platform for oncology practices, and facilitate Tempus' and Precision HealthAI's connection to industry to support faster and better development of new treatments for patients. Learn more about the agreement.